
Documentary Basics: Production 
 

• Camera Operation 
o Set-up 

 If possible, use 3 cameras: one on subject, one on interviewer, one on both 
• If using two cameras, use one on the subject and one on both, OR 
• One on subject, one on interviewer 

 Framing (One person) 
• Cross hairs should line up with the side of the subject’s face 
• Show both eyes on your subject 
• Mid-chest should be on the bottom of the screen, top of head just below the 

top of the screen 
 Framing (two people) 

• Cross hairs in center 
• Show both eyes on both people 
• Knees on bottom of screen, head just below the top 
• Have your reporter and subject angled slightly toward each other 

 ALWAYS USE A TRIPOD 
 Keep all personnel (except reporters) out of your shots 
 Use a lens hood if you have one- most cameras come with them now 

o Recording 
 Make sure you are recording at least ten seconds before the interview starts and 

ends.  This will enable you to create transitions and ensure that you catch the entire 
interview. 

 If using multiple cameras, when you start recording, have one person clap loudly 
before beginning the interview. This will create a spike in audio to help sync the 
footage when editing (and will save A TON of time) 

• Audio 
o If a headphone jack is available, use it. An interview means nothing without audio. 
o IF POSSIBLE, USE MICROPHONES 
o *Capture room tone (noise heard when no one is speaking) 

• *Lighting 
o Use three point lighting 

 Light one side of a subjects face, other side, and behind them. You can adjust 
brightness on each light for effect. 

 
 
 
  



Documentary Basics: Editing 
 

• Video 
o First object should fade in, be it a title, audio or footage. When first opened, every video 

should start with BLACK. 
o Transitions are to be used between moving/ nonmoving, light/dark, etc. Shot to shot is not 

an acceptable reason to use a transition 
o B-roll (images/footage that cover your interview, will not have audio)  shots should be 

roughly 4-7 seconds, depending on content. B-roll should reflect what is being heard in the 
audio. 

o Text should only be used the following times: 
 Opening Titles 
 Introduction notes (if any) 
 End notes (if any) 
 Credits 
 Lower thirds (identification) 

• Audio 
Set your computer to normal listening volume, and then alter your audio in your software. NEVER 
CHANGE YOUR COMPUTER VOLUME WHEN EDITING AUDIO. 

o Use your audio meters. Audio is measured in decibels (dB) 
o Subject should be about -3 dB 
o Background music should be about -3 dB when no one is speaking, and about -24 dB  when 

someone is speaking 
 The right music can make a documentary. The images and subject tell the story, but 

the music sets the mood. 
o *If you captured room tone, edit it out (“Noise Reduction”) 

• Lighting 
o Adjust brightness 

• Format 
o For our purposes, MP4 and AVI are the two best formats for videos. The reason for this is 

they are a universal format, and are read by most computer programs. 
 
*  Helpful, but non-essential 
 
**  There are plenty of YouTube tutorials on how to make documentaries. Simply search “Documentary 
Basics” or “How to Make a Documentary”. If you wish to go more in depth, you can try something like 
“Documentary Audio” or something to that effect. 
 
I am more than happy to review and offer advice on these videos as you make them, or in any 
future video endeavors you may have. mcullen@lakelandschools.org 


